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Let m be an arbitrary infinite cardinal. R. Sikoaski has introduced the notion of 
the m-completion of an Boolean algebra . We shall see that for ever? ordered set 
T #here is an (unique) smallest complete order extensidn &,, T of 
Dedekind-MacNeillle type. For a Boolean algebra the extension SI, 
Sikorski m-completion of Applying Stone duality we get the existence of a 
(unique) smallest irreducible m-extremally disconnect.ed preirnage for every 
Boolean space. The last result can be generalized to the class of ali COT 
Hausdoti spaces X, using the correspondence between IC and the IKa 
space U(X) of all continuous real-valued functions. The extension S,Evll of a 
Krtkutani-A&space is also an space. The structure sp: f S,%(X) yie4d 
smallest m-extrelnally disconn d irreducible preimage m) of the given I 
X is an m-space m the sense of H.B. Cohen our p(X, m) coincides wi,ih his 
irr$dwcible m-extrernally disconnected preimage, 
dekind’s order completion of rational 
’ I am very indlebted to Prof. awaschewslki and the referee for b~lpf~~ cornrn~~~$. 
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iwi ~i:ctivel~ larger than El if there is an isomorphism 
PB1 ioep=E%-E2 and ~rA4 are called isomorphic if the 
isomorphism i is on ‘“t’ ktl,e mbeddin E : A&-+ N is called a sup-dense resg. 
in&dense mbedding 
req. 
sup&f-dense embeddq is Swth sup-dense and in&dense. These embeddings 
occur in the paper of Pk~~ssr,hewski and Bruns as ineet (join)-dense extension or 
according to a categorick point of view as essential extensions which are both meet 
and join-dense. The ~esp~~h~~d=MacNellie ompletion SA4 of an ordered set A# by 
cuts is the unique (q2 i)r,: isomorphism) sup&f-dense embedding of into a 
ete lattice [I9 2, ‘9’$B 
&A4 be an ordeae19 extension. We shall call this extension a D&&n& 
chkiPk extension (LYW-extension) iff the embedding of M into EM is both 
inf-dense and supdensE, %e follrvwing statement shows that sup-dense mbedding 
need not be inf-dense. 
. Let X tv t2 sopological space. The system % of all closed sets of X 
which are compact or kme relatively compuct coinpbments is always sup-dense 
embedded in the ba~~i~‘ce ?j of air! closed subsets. For completely regular spces X 
Eclcaurly compmzess of .Y is epkrabnt to ~nf-dense-em~eddi,n;p of !?I into 8. 
The -extensions r!: bd are described as such extensions which are injectively 
smaller than the ~~I~l~,.~~rn~npletion 6M of M [7]. This relevant statement can be 
reproved by the follop~~‘iJ’i,~ observation. 
pz isotone extensiotiS .,,iy : l? + F of the identity I : M --, M for M Cl$ F C SM is the 
his implk$; that fop XI wderedl set ) of all DM-extensions of 
is preorderefl by the :rk: ‘ktion ‘“ialjectively larger than” (,’ 3 “1). 
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ence the family of al 
by Gleason [13]. 
The generalization to other Boolean IX&extensions was given by 
Banaschewski [4]. 
These results are collected in the following tabulation. 
Stone representation space 
* 
<, 
Boolean algebras Dual alg;bra . compact Bwlean spaaces I 
----. 
monomorphism suirjection 
----.a- 
sup-dense embedding’ [2] irreducible’ surjection [4] ’ 
injective ( = complete [25]) projective ( = extremall;lr discomne~te:d [ 131) 
injective hull ( = completion) 123 projective cover [4] ( = irreducible 
extremally disconnected preimalje [ 131’~ 
-+---__- 
In virtue of what is proved below,, we are able to complete this tabulation as 
foIlows 
--- --- 
DM-incompressible: door-space 
m -completion ( = S,,,B) smallest irreducible m-extremaliy 
disconnected preimcfge 
he J3csolean algebra 
. 
* A continuous map from & iqhgkal space X onto another topolo 
proper closed subset of X is mapped, onto II’. 
76 
element x of 23-B t 
rove that, for every 
is contained in 
an rules imply 
d’veille r'stensions 
oolean algebra is equivalent to the nt- 
strwcture space. e statement follows 
tween sup-dense embeddings 
I3 
~~~tjn~ou~ maps arise in a natural way if we consider the usual order 
ions of a topological space. The class of alI Hausdorff compactifica- 
letely regular space X has the Stone-tech-compactification 
element with respect o this or er. For the: next statkment we 
wed the notion of a final segment in the scale of all Hausdoti compactifi$ations of 
a given space X. By such a final segment we mean the ordered set cf all flausdorff 
compactifications of X ater than an arbitrary fixed Hausdorff compactification 
(isomorphic ompact ifi ns are identified). 
a Boolean algebra. 
cotztains an extremally disconnected dense subspace X, then t/xc ordered 
(B) is isomorphic to the ordered set of all doolean extensions in a final 
all Hausdor# compactifications of X. 
B is atomic, then Boo2~(B) is isomorphic to the ordered set of al/ Boolean 
ions in a final segment ojall Hausdorff compacti’cations of a discret space. 
B is incompressible, then Bool9(B) is isomorphic to the ordered set of all 
n extensions in the scale of all Hausdog compactifications of a discrete space. 
1. We assume that the structure space X( ) of B contains an extremally 
a disconnected ense subspace X. Then X(B) is a Boolean compactification of this 
subspace K The Stone-tech compactification PX of X gives wit5 its canonical 
projection map n : /3X =-+ X(B) an irreducible Boolean preimage (/3X, V) of X 
onnected, i.e. (PX, rr) represents the Dedekind-MacNe 
en, for any arbitrary irreducible Boolean preimage (Y, q) of 
a surjiective continuous map ~4 : /3,X -+ Y making the followi;ng 
-1 a 
densein Y andq :+J- 
a Btiolean compactification of X, and 4p 
compactfication onto the compactification 
is a. topological 
no&al projection 
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2, This follows From 1. Observing that ) contalins a discrete 
dense subset. 
is incornjxessible (and infinite) then 
e space 04! all isoiated points of X 
) is the Dne-point compactifica- 
cl 
e recall the na:‘a(rn ofa K~ku~ani-IV-space. A real vector lattice &I’ is called a 
Banach lattice i# .I%. is endowed Gth a complete norm ii l 11 and this no 
to the order b!r t& condition: 1x1 s /vi =_? i/xii s iiyif for all x, y E 
A Banach. lattice N91 is called a Kakutani-M-space iff the following condition 
holds: 
x 3 0, y 2 0 =-j if x v y ii = ii x 11 v iI y Ii for all x, y E 
A strong order u-,it in a normed lattice is a greatest element in the unit ball 
i;; 1 l/XI/G 1). W e ~n.ly consider M-spaces with strong order unit. The following 
Makutani represe - i:ation theorelm for M-spaces is well known [I! 61. Let LM be 
-space, Ther 3ere is a (toplologically unique) compact Hausdovff Ir;pace X for 
is Bar: jch lattice isojmorphic to the special Wspace %S {X) of all 
d contix?alou:; functions with usual inear, order and norm !;trtj.k.ture. The 
space X( = X( :Eg &led the structure space (or the representation flipace) for M. 
Now we will ccIxid(:r DM-type extensionsof an M-space which are M-spirzes 
too. Let Kaku9(!+5.~ &note this ordered set for a given Wspace &I. 
Similar to the S!:C rle-Glivenko theorem for Boolean algebras fine obtains that the 
DM-completion ,!.r 1’1 01’ an M-space is always an M-space. T1lis was proved by 
Dilworth [IO]. I E *“vhat follows we shall generalize (and by t :P way drastically 
shorten) the Dilvl,srth ilpproach. 
Y be compact Huusdofl spaces and k! f : .X -+ Y Be a 
The nanp f indtxw in a canonical way an order isomorphic tvnbet’ding of the 
-qac~- % <Y) irw the M-space S’(X). 
This embedding ,E.c J sup -inf -dense embedding 1” is irreducible. 
. It is eas! co prove that the irreducibility of f is necessary to get a 
“nf-dense mr;li;c!ding. Assunle f to be reducib e to the closet-J SC L FS 
= Y. Then w:: have 
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irreducibility of f is su cient to get a sup-inf-dense embedding we show l:hat every 
j is the supremum of Qi = (4 14 S tp, veThere 6 = Jf 0 f and + E w(Y)). 
analogous statement for the infimum will follow because: S’(X) is a vector 
lattice. Let ;t C? Z(X) with x 3 @ and assume x# rp. Then there is a polint x E X 
for which x(L) < 40 (x). For some neighbourhool UofxwehaveX+z<b<qon 
U, where a, I! E are suitable fixed numbers, Since f is irreducible, therk is a y E Y 
such that “-‘(y ) C U. Hence y e f (X \< V). Choosing a reai nuinber f: < 
mini((a + 6)l;, - II 4p II>, we may find a function & E w(Y) with &(y ) 4 [a + 6)/2, 
# = c on the closed set f(X \ U) and c s $Q 6 (a A- 6)/2. Then we have J,& s cp. But 
$1 s x is impossible because x(x j s a < (a + 6)/Z! = 4,,(x) fat. every x E f-‘(y). 
This contradicts x a @, therefore, x a 50 +&: enevelr x E 9?(X) with x $ @. q 
Corollary (Dilworth theorem). Let X 6e a mnplete!y re,gular space and W(X) the 
lattice of all bounded cmtinuous real-valued picnrtions on X. Then the DM- 
cbmpletion S%(X) is isomorphic to the function lattice %?(X(%,)), where 7@&,) is the 
structure space of the Boolean algebra of all regular open sets of X. 
Proof. %{X) and %(/3X) are iFnmorphic. Take the projective cover 
i$ : p(pX)-+ /3X of PX in the sense of Gleason [1314. p is irreducib!: anbi p(/3X) is 
extremally diziconnected. By the preceding theo)rem I% (63X) is sup-dense *embedded 
in %(&3X)). Now from the well known Stone-Nakano theorem f&lows that 
%(p(~X)) is a complete vector Iatti!ce, since [@3X) is extremaII:y disconnected. 
!Yz! 
Kaku9(M) is equal to the complete lattice of all M-subspaces of S 
M. According to Theorem 1 Kaku9(M) is isomorphic to the ordered set of 
irreducible compact preimages (X, :Y) of the structure space X(M) of 
(7 : X 0-9 X(Mj, irreducible surjection). To the order “injectively larger” of 
Kaku9(M) corresponds the order “projectively larger” for irreducible compsct 
preimages (isomorphic preimages will be identified). 
‘rheorem 2. If is an M-space, then so is 8, 
is the smallest m-complete lattice of 6 containing ’ the given 
M-space M, S is 2.n M-space. We only have to prove the Eollowing: 
1. s, :is a linear subspace of 
2. s, iis a norm cllosed set of 
We first show that ar&,, 
m-complete sublattice of 
4 For this question compare also f22, 11, 21, 15, 3, 18, 28, 141. 
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contains : and 3, WI wt-comple%e sublattice of S 
ing x by -‘x we Tlp$$% 
eace 6, 
holds for every y E 
t, by the same argument 
In order to prove %hat 
let us iassume th * a sequence conve 
es an infirmurn 
and this infimunn mlast be equal %o x as, for instance, an interpretation of 6 
anaeh lattice cai tunctions hows. BIN this i&mum belongs to 6, cl 
’ be a compact Xausdojpr space. The set of all irreducible ~@ttpact 
d~fl preimug6rs uf X cotttaiitts a smallest m-extiemally disconnected preimage 
m). p(X, m$ h.~ unique up to ij:cmorphism, and is the structure space of S,%(X). 
We havti c$ translate the fad S,%(X) E KakuGB(V (X)) in the language of 
irreducible preilnages of X. By a theorem of Stone [27] the m-extremw!ly 
disconneeizedness: ~3fa compaot Hausdoti space Y is equivalent to the m- 
completeness od likne lattice U(Y). 0 
Analogously q sv J %he appropriate notion for Boolean algebras we can give the 
nition. Let 34 be an 
sup-inf-dense M %-space of 
e called incompressible iff every 
dismte space k’t 
is incompressible i/f the smcture space of M is a dour 
D is the Alexandrov-one -point compacti’cation tjf a 
. For an i rt ,;ompressible M-spaIce s W(X) there is no proper irreducib’me: 
continuous imzi>;q; of the compalct HausdorB spa‘ce X in the class of HausdorR 
spaces Every patient map which only identifies two arbitrary chosen accumula- 
tion points y iel I,, AA, an irreducible Iproper continuous: 4 :+,rnage. Thus X has at most one 
accumulation ~:-l~Gnt. Tha% means X is a door space. 
ere is at WOS% one accumulation point k a door space. If X has no 
)). If X has an accumulation point, 
;I G.I~, i:ropcr irredu~i~~le conti nuou 
of all isolated points of X 
image because such 
c: ide fe%ity on t cl 
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Summarizing the above results 
algebras 
(anach space U( ) Fs separable iff the 
0 
we have an anal0 ous tabulation as for Boolean 
Kakutani representation space 
L > 
V- 
Kakutani-M-spaces function space compact Hausdorff spaces : 
-.p -- 
monomorphism surjection 
_I.__ -- 
sup-dense mbedding irreducible surjestion 
injective ( = complete) projective ( =: e:xtremally disconnected) 
injeelive hull ( = completion) projective cover (= irreducible extremally 
dii;connected preimage:) 
DM-incompressible door space 
DM-incompressible and separable 
and infinite-dimensional 
one-point compactilficattion f N 
-- 
m-completion ( = 6,&f) smallest irreducible ?rt-extremally 
disconnectc,d preifllagc: 
emark. For some categorical considerations see also the fortkoming papen [5]i 
and [X2]. 
. Connections to the 
In [S] Cohen has introduced +.&de notion of an fn-space. 
’ This section answers a questicln of he referee. 
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sets of z~ntinuous real-valbued functions on X. F E %, (X, tip) is said to be 
ma-csmgkmented iff the f3o4ean complement F’ of F is an m-regular closed set 
too, Tl~s. X is an m-space i1f !Rc(X, m) forms a Boolean subalgebra of the Boolean 
algebra k?&(X) of all regular closed sets of X. 
1. Every compact HausdorR space is ;in m-space for a suitable ~2. 
2.: T’/!II~ one-point compactifkation aB of a discrete space D with card D > 
cannot %x: an m-space for Mr = 8%. 
F’alf~ j:Gng Cohen continuous maps f : X --) Y in the class of compact Hausdo.rff 
spaces :PVG called m-maps ifl! f@,(X)) C ac( Y). It is easy to see that the following 
prq.xx~~P r Y on holds. 
PmpwWm 5 1. rf f : X -+ Y is an m-rn~p from the m-space X onto the compact 
Haus~~w,~ space Y, then Y is an m-space. 
Z!. ,+‘!J~ irreducible map f : .X -+ Y of wn m-space X onto an m-space Y neeld arot be 
an nt a* 03 wp. 
ILet X ise an m-space, further let 7~ be the canonical projection from the structure 
space 5 I= X(!8’&(X3,m)) onto >C which maps every ultrafilter of !&(X~m) into its 
limit pc.~~r*~t. It wasshown by Cdjhen that 7~ is irreducible and an m-map. Ihe to the 
m-co~ez+teness of the Boolea algebra %,(X, mr) the irreducible preimage (S, n) is 
m-ex~~n;lally disconnected. 
Th~emwu, 5. For a compact Hausdofl m-spacle /X the m-extremail!y discannected 
ir~ed~lxM~? preimage (S, W)I ojb X constructed by Cohen is isomorphic to the m- 
extwx tii& disconnected irreducible preimage p (& ttu) constructed by represenrfation of 
S,( v ; Y))/. 
Ppro~!L We consider the injection s(X)+ %@X),, where p.X is the projective 
QOVE F f,>f X. There is a l-l-correspondence between the funtions p E %(,/2X) and 
the ~mper normal sets N of the lattice V(X). (A set N C W(X) is nannal i8 it 
coi~:xi&:s with the set of all qpper bounds of the set of all lower bounds of N.) 
‘EM: corresponding N for 91 is given by N = {$I@ E q(X), + *,p < q}, and the 
cork qjonding q for a normall. N we get by 
Q = sup{6 I$ = JIO~R, I) E %(X)with $ G cp}. 
A st; I: IV C: 5??(X) is called tfft-ncxmal (Cohen [9]) iff N is the set of all upper bounds 
of P set of at most m members. Every m-normal set is normal. Ws see that the 
m-g>r._pf ma1 sets N of V(X) are precisely those for which the corresponding 
c E $5 @X) is the supremum of at most m functions $ = @ c p, q!k E U(X). 
~~~~~:+~en has shown [9, t,. - Irem 61 that the space 
m-~+~~!~,lmal sets form an ttt-complete sublattice of all proper nor 
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Thus for an m-space krl the set M: = (v, 19 E %(plX), cp is supremum of at most m 
functions 6, $ = J, *p, $ E % (X)} ’ 1s an m-complete sublattice of @(c)X). Then by 
definition of S,%(X) we habYe M I) S,%(X). Because the converse relation 
C S,,%(X) also holds by definition of M, we get M = S,%(X). Now by another 
theorem of Cohe:P [9, theorem. 7] the representation of the lattice of all proper 
m-normal subsets of ‘e(X) gives the Cohen n-t-extremaidy d:isconnected irreducble 
preimage (S, n) of X. Thus (S, T) and our p(X, m) are thle same. 
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